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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I

' Report-No. 50-354/82-1'
_

Docket No. 50-354
.

License No. CPPR-120 Priority Category A--

Licensee: Public Service Electric and Gas Company

80 Park Plaza - 17C

Newark, New Jersey 07101

-Facility Name: Hope Creek Generating Station, Unit 1

Inspection At: Hancock's Bridge, New Jersey

Inspection Conducted: December 6,1982 - January 2,1983

Inspectors: .h ba - /f7/EA.

W. H. Baieman, Senior lesident Inspector tlate

date

.

date

Approved by://. . U4.h4 ///2/8.3
T..E.Trfph, Chief,ProjectSection2A date''

_I,n_spection Summary:
Unit 1 Inspection of December 6, 1982 - January 2, 1983 (Report No. 50-354/82-16):

Areas Inspected: Routine unannounced safety inspec+. ion by the resident inspector (72
hours) of work in progress including reactor pressure vessel internals installation,
concrete curing and provisions for cold weather concreting, HVAC ductwork and support
installation, welding of structures, hangers, and pipe; structural steel installation,
hydrostatic testing practices, rebar installation, housekeeping, expansion anchor bolt
pull testing, installation of pipe and hangers, and operation of the Bechtel onsite

.

measuring and test equipment (M&TE) facility. The inspector also made tours of the
site, evaluated licensee action on previous inspection findings, reviewed licensee
and Bechtel M&TE audits, followed up oa results of a NRC interview of a discharged
HVAC inspector,'and discussed and observed action taken by the licensee to resolve
construction deficiency reports.

Results: No items of noncompliance were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G)

. A. Barnabei, Site QA Engineer
R. Bravo, Principal Construction Engineer

.

-

A. E. Giardino, Project QA Engineer
P. Kudless, Project Construction Manager
G. Owen, Principal Construction Engineer

elechtel Power Corporation (Bech.tel)

A. Albrechtson, Lead Piping Engineer ,

A.~J. Bryan, Project QC Engineer;
G. Cavallo, Resident Engineer, Civil
W.-Dorman, Assistant Project Field Engineer
M. Drucker, Lead Site QA Engineer
J. Gohde, Project Superintendent, Contract Administration
R.. Hanselman, Lead Wolding Engineer

'M. Henry, Project Field Engineer
D. Long, Project Superi.itendent
R. Mackey, Resident Project Engineer.
J. R. McCoy, Lead Contracts QC Engineer
G. Moulton, Project QA' Engineer
J. Pfeiffer, Assistant Project Construction QC Engineer
L. Rosetta, Field Construction Manager
D. Sakers, Assistant Project Field Engineer
J._Serafin, Assistant Project Field Engineer
S. Vezendy, Lead Welding QC Engineer

General Electric Installation and Services Engineering (GEI&SE)

R. Burke, Site Project Manager
M. Hart, Site QC Supervisor
J. Plantz, Site Welding Engineer

General Electric Nuclear Energy Business Operations (GENEB0)
j
| J. Cockroft, Site Engineer

C. Brinson, Site QA Engineer

J. Rich Steers (JRS)

J. Gagliano, Resident Engineer
T. Hughes, Site Project Superintendent
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3"2. ' Site Tour-
.

. Routine inspections were made.to observe the status of work and con-
~

struction activities-in progress. The inspector noted the presence. ,

'
of and interviewed QC and construction personnel. Inspection per-
sonnel were observed performing. required inspections and those in-
terviewed were-knowledgeable in their work activities. Work items .

were examined for obvious defects.cr noncompliance with regulatoryy ,

requirements'or. license ~ conditions. Areas inspected -included progress !

on air gap grout removal, pipe and support installation, c.able tray -
installation, housekeeping, welding, structural steel installation,
concrete related activities, and rebar installation.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

3. Measuring and Test' Equipment (M&TE) - Review of Procedures, Records,
and Observation of Work Activities

The inspector-reviewed procedures that control onsite M&TE activities.
These procedures were reviewed to ensure that a comprehensive program
exists to control calibration and issuance of M&TE used by QC as part
of their inspection activities. These procedures are as follows:

Bechtel Construction Quality Control Manual Section VI,--

" Control of Measuring and Test Equipment"
E
'

~ Bechtel. Technical Specification FSK-J-1(Q), Rev. '9, "Offsite--

Calibration of Measuring and Test. Equipment"

Bechtel Specific Work Plan / Procedure SWP/P-103, Rev. 4, " Cal- ;- --

ibration of Testing Instruments, Tools and Equipment"
,

,

Bechtel Quality Assurance Manual-ASME III Section 12, Rev. 1,--
e

L " Control of Measuring and Test Equipment"
l.
! lhe procedure review indicated a thorough program exists to control M&TE.

The inspector reviewed M&TE audits performed by both the licensee and-

! .Bechtel to ensure that audits were performed as scheduled, audits re- ,

quired review of points critical to effective operation of the M&TE
program. audit findings were promptly and adequately addressed, and" '

:
audits'were performed by qualified' personnel. The specific audits re-
viewed are as follows:

,

:

,
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PSE&G M&TE Audits' HC-N , H-111, .H-134, H-169, H-190, H-226,--

2H-263. These audits cover!onsite activities from 7/19/77 to
8/13/82. ,

,

.Bechtel Audits:16.1-9 and-16.1-10. These two audits cover--

onsite activities-for-1981 and 1982.

Bechtel Audits 25.12-5'and 25.12-6'. These two audits cover--

activities at an offsite calibration laboratory for 1981 and
1982.

.The audit review indicated'that both the licensee and Bechtel performed
annual audits per the requirements of their annual audit schedules. The
audits identified problems that required corrective action. The corrective
action was, in general, timely and responsive. The quality of the audits
was such that if problems existed they would be identified by an annual
audit. Auditors were detennined to be qualified. A question arose re-
garding an aedit checkpoint in the Bechtel M&TE audit plan. Specifically,
the checkpcint had not been updated to reflect revisions made to the

,

document from which the audit checkpoint was taken. This question was
satisfactorily resolved prior to the end of this inspection report period
by updating the audit checkpoint.

The inspector reviewed implementation of the Bechtel onsite M&TE program.
The program is presently setup such that most instruments are calibrated
at an offsite gauge 19boratory and verification checks are performed
onsite.- If a verification check reveals an instrument to be out of
calibration it is then sent offsite for calibration. All standards used
onsite for verification checks are calibrated offsite. Control of
.M&TE is accomplished by locating all M&TE in ene room, limiting access
to that room, requiring issue and return records for each instrument,
and assigning a qualified QC inspector full time responsibility for the

,

M&TF. The following is a partial list of checkpoints reviewed by the
inspector.to verify that the M&TE program was being effectively im-
plemented at the time of inspection:

qu&lification of M&TE Pboratory personnel--

calibration test records and reports--

traceability of standards to NBS--

accuracy levels of calibration equipment greater than--

accuracy of equipment calibrated

- -- .- - .. . _
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.M&TE identified and traceable--

notification of and followup on M&TE found out of calibration--

control of storage, disbursal, and return of M&TE--

M&TE calibration frequency es'tablished and adhered to--

calibration stickers attached to M&TE---

calibration procedures approved--

._

status of M&TE list--

The impler'entation review identified the feinowing questions that were
satisfactorily resolved as indicated prior to the end of this inspection
report period:

Memos issued to alert personnel of instruments used and found--

out of calibration after their.use were not being fol? owed up.
This resulted in outstanding memos dating back several months.

' This question was satisfactorily resolved by fc'lowup on all
outstanding memos issued to QC personnel and assignment of
responsibility o MME lab personnel .to followup all future
memos on a. monthly basis.

Temperature and humidity recorders were required to be calibrated--

annually. Records showed that approximately 75% of them were
found out of calibration at the time they were checked after
a year of use. To resolve this question the calibration fre-
quency was changed to once every six months.:

Weights used to calibrate an onsite torque tester have a--

calibration frequency of once per year. Weights used as part
of a dead weight tester have a calibration frequency of once
every five years. This que., tion of differing calibration-
frequency. requirements for weight standards was resolved by
changing the calibration frequency of the dead weight tester
weights to once per year when in use.

The| implementation review identified the following questions that were
'not resolved prior to the end of this inspection report period:

_ _____-_ ._
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Weights used _ to calibrate the torque tester were not identified--

such that they could be traced to their. calibration data sheets.

Insufficient infomation was available to detemine that the--

standard used to calibrate thermometers was of greater accuracy
than the themometers being calibrated.

Field engineers were not conforming to requirements whereby---

they must notify the Proje::t Construction QC Engineer in
..

writing of problems they _enmunter with M&TE equipment used.
'

These questions are unresolved pending further clarification (354/82-16-01)

In summary, the M&TE program was found to be satisfcctorily implemented
by qualified personnel. The M&TE lab was clean, equipment was controlled,
access into the lab was controlled, records were retrievable and properly
reviewed, and calibration frequency requirements were being adhered to.
Licensee and Bechtel audits were thorough and effective in identifying
and resolving problems.

No items of noncompitance were identified.

4. Safety Related and Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Piping - Review of
Provisions for Overpressure Protection of Piping During Construction
Pressure Testing

The inspector reviewed Bechtel Specific Work Plan / Procedure SWP/P-P-4,
Rev 4 to detemine the requirements for overpressure protection of
piring during Code required pressure testing. The requirements were
determined to be as follows:

(1) A relief valve (RV) shall be used.

(2) The RV shall be set at a pressure approximately 10% greater
i.han the test pressure.

(3) The RV retting shall be checked on the test pump prior to each;

E use.
!

! (4) The RV shall be capable of relieving the capacity of the

|
test pump (s).

|
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The inspector learned that theifield piping group has total responsibility
for.controlLand : setting of RV's. The inspector questioned a field piping

'

engineer as to the details' of ensuring the proper RV setting prior to -
pressure testing. The inspector was informed that a step on the pressure

' test procedureirequires the responsible angineer to test the relief valve
on the-test pump and sign off the step in the procedure prior to pressur-
izing the pipe spool or system. (RV's are not required if a hand pump'is
used to pressurize a spool.) The inspector questioned howLit was detennined

- whether the RV could' relieve the capacity of the test pump (s).. Field piping.
: personnel were unable to answer this question as RV capacity data was nott

available.;

! The ability of relief valves to relieve'the capacity of test pumps'used to
j pressurize safety related and reactor coolant pressure boumlary piping is

unresolved pending determination of RV capacity and establishment of a*

means whereby a determination.that sufficient RV capacity is available to
involved can be made by a field en-

relieve the capacity of the pump (s)(354/82-16-02);-
gineer prior to pressure testing.;

i
: 5. ' Review of Nonroutine Events Reported by the Licensee
4

On July 17, 1981, the licensee reported.a significant construction-

deficiency in.accordance with the-requirements of 10 CFR 50.55(e):

involving Varglass tie wrap slippage and unraveling that, could result
in_ hindering safety related relay operation fin GE supplied motor',

control. centers. In a licensee letter dated 8/17/81, it was stated
that a silicone sealer would De applied at the tie wrap knot and also
between the knot and the cable to prever.t unraveling and slippage. By
letter dated .5/21/82, the licensee infonned the NRC of their revised
plans to replace the Varglass tie wraps with Tefzel tie wraps. On

; 8/24/82, the inspector witnessed electricians removing the.Varglass*-

tie wraps and replacing them with Tefzel tie wraps on a one-ia-one'

i basis. On 9/29/82, licensee personnel stated that the subject tie
wraps had been replaced and the construction deficiency report was'

:

- ready for closure. On 9/30/82, the inspector physically inspected the
affected MCC's and determined:that Varglass tie wraps had not been
completely replaced and that strands of Varglass contaminated all

,

. the compartments inspected. These findings resulted in a violation_

' described in NRC Inspection Report 82-12. During this inspection report;

period, after licensee and Bechtel corrective action to replace all'

Varglass tie wraps and clean the MCC's, the inspector reinspected the
MCC's. This reinspection determined that the Varglass tie wraps had
been replaced where required and looso strands had been removed from
accessible areas.

; .
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The inspector considers this construction deficiency report closed.
(354/81-00-05)

6. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

(Closed) Nonempliance (354/82-12-01): Failure of Bechtel QC to thoroughly
inspect removal of Varglass tie wraps in affocted MCC's. The inspector
reinspected the MCC's after corrective action to remove the Varglass tie
wraps and clean the cabinets. This reinspection determined that the Varglass
tie wraps had been removed and replaced with Tefzel tie wraps and that
eccessible areas of the cabinets had been cleaned. To ensure that, in the
future, corrective action is complete prior to notification of the NRC,
the licensee established a program to audit thoroughness of corrective
action. To date the program appears effective. The inspector considers
this item closed.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item (354/82-09-01): Minimum edge distance for installation
of expansion anchor bolts (EAB's) adjacent to embedded items. During this
report period, EAB pullout testing was performed to determine whether or not
it would be necessary to establish minimum edge distance requirements. The
conditions duplicated those of concern to the inspector, i.e., EAB's were in-
stalled adjacent to embedded strut wherein the shear cone was affected by
the strut. The results of the testing indicated that minimum edge distance
requirements will have to be established or controls will have to be imposed
to use a greater EAB embedment depth when installing EAB's adjacent to strut
or channel . This item will remain open pending establishment of criteria to
control EAB installation adjacent to embedded strut and channel.

It should be noted that similar testing perfomed 11/2/82 demonstrated that
EAB edge distance is not a concern when installing EAB's adjacent to plate
with a thickness range up to 3/4".

7. HVAC - Followup of Bechtel/ Licensee Investigation

On April 13, 1982, a Level II QC inspector employed by W-H made a formal
ctatement to Bechtel and the licensee that raised questions regarding W-H
management practices and tSe acceptability of a ductwork air test. The
statement was precipitated by the employee's termination on this sa.ne date.
On April 14, the licemee informed the NRC of the concerns raised in the
statement and of a previous incident of alleged intimidation / harassment of
this same and another W-H QC insp etor that occurred approximately one month
earlier. At this time the licensee explained that, through a series of
meetings and training sessions with craft union personnel, the intimidation
problem had been successfully resolved as evidenced by no further reports of

.
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intimidation / harassment!. ;The ' licensee also explained that they had broken
down.the April- 13 statement into thirteen areas of concern and had commenced
an investigation of these concerns in concert with Bechtel.: These thirteen
areas of-concern formed a basis for an investigation that was far more
extensive-in. coverage than was required to investigate the specific state'-

~

ment of. record. . The decision to perfom a thorough investigation of W-H
was prompted by licensee and Bechtel desire to detemine-if the concerns
raised by the statement were limited or'if there was a more deep rooted-
problem. The resident inspector followed the investigation activities of
Bechtel and the licensee and performed separate. independent inspections of

~ W-H daily work activities. On-4/26/82, NRC management met with Bechtel and
PSE&G to discuss the details of.the statement and progrest of the-investi-
gation. At the conclusion of the meeting, it was clear tnat major efforts
made to resolve a majority of the thirteen areas had been successful and
that efforts were still underway to resolve the remaining concerns. During
the meeting, however, it became clear that the licensee /Bechtel had~ in-
formedtheterminatedinspectorthattheNRCwasalsoinvestigatinghis

. concerns. This was not t.a case as the terminated W-H inspector had made
no contact with the NRC. After this meetirg, the NRC contacted the teminated
inspector by telephone to determine his understanding-of the NRC's followup

- of his concerns. . From this conversation it was clear that he presumed, ,

based on his conversations with Bechtel, that the NRC was investigating .his :
!concerns. This situation is discussed in a subsequent paragraph.

-

The results of the onsite investigation by Bechtel and PSE&G determined that- ;

. there were no significant hardware problems. The investigation did serve'

to emphasize the existence of a problem previously identified by Bechtel
' involving failure of W-H to implement the QA/QC program in the area of -

documentation of inspection activities. A review of W-H QC records dis-
closed that the records were in a state of total disarray in that they were
either nonretreivable, incomplete, inaccurate, or illegible. This condition-
made it. impossible tu determine the validity of the ductwork air test in
question.' Because.of the conditions of the records, reinspection of much of ,

the completed work was-required.- This included a retest of the ductwork.
Additionally, the Bechtel technical specification controlling ductwork-
installation end test was revised to address technical concerns that arose
during the investigation.- The NRC inspector, for the most part, agreed :

-

-with this. assessment and reinspection activity. The NRC inepector's in-
dependent inspection activity identified three items of noncompliance, as

Ldiscussed in NRC Inspection Reports 82-05 and 82-07 uhich tended to broadens

-the overall~' concerns regarding W-H's failure to implement the QA/QC program.

,
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W-H initially attempted to resolve what was considered to be the underlying
cause of their problems, i.e., failure to implement the QA/QC program,
through increased QC staffing. This action did not achieve the desired
improvements and resulted in a licensee decision to replace W-H onsite QC
with Bechtel QC. This action was implemented on June 29, 1982. Performance
and documentation of inspection activities of work completed prior to this
date remained the responsibility of W-H onsite QC. W-H onsite QC were
eventually relieved of their inspection activities of work completed prior
to June 29, however, because of lack of W-H management cocmitment to accom-
plish the inspection in a timely and thorough manner. Bechtel QC then assumed
the responsibility for inspection of all onsite work performed by W-H with
some minor exceptions. During this inspection report period, the NRC in-
spector reylewed the inspection status of the work completed prior to
June 29 to verify that an accurate determination of completed and un-
completed work had been made. It was determined that Bechtel QC had de- -

cided to initiate individual inspection reports for each ductwork support
and for ductwork sections. The inspector determined that this reinspection
was in process. The NRC inspector observed Bechtel QC inspection activities
and dccumentation of same and found them to be in accordance with program
requirements. Additionally, during this inspection report period, the
licensee decided to remove all remaining QA/QC responsibilities from W-H.
These included control of measuring and test equipment, document control,
QA audits, storage and maintenance, and control of welding activities.
This action was prompted by a lack of W-H management commitment to perform

.

to meet project requirements.
:

On August 19, 1982, an NRC investigator interviewed the terminated inspector.
This interview did not disclose any new problems that had not already been
addressed either by relieving W-H of their onsite QC responsibilities,
subsequent revisions to the controlling specifications, or Bechtel re-
verification of HVAC hardware quality by sampling reinspection.'

In summary the licensee and Bechtel investigated the concerns raised
in a statement made by a terminated W-H QC inspector. The NRC closely followed
the licensee and Bechtel investigation and also made independent inspections
of W-H. The specific concerns raised in the statement could not be corrob-
orated by the licensee and Bechtel investigations. l'owever, their investi-
gations did serve to emphasize the overall scope of k-H management's lack of
commitment to implement the quality program as did the independent findings
by the NRC inspector. The ultimate corrective action taken was to relieve
W-H of all responsibilities for QA and QC activities and to reinspect all
but a small portion of work perfonned by W-H.

I
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'8. HVAC - Observation of Work in Progress

The inspector observed installation of ductwork and supports for confonnance
to specification and drawing requirements. The particular attributes in-
spected included:

conformance of ductwork to drawing requirements regards size and--

location

conformance of supports to drawing requirements--

expansion anchor bolt installation--

quaiity of welding--

application of proter.tive coatings >
--

use of correct hardware in assembly of both ductwork and supoorts--

-- -provisions to maintain ductwork internal cleanliness

protection of installed equipment--

The results of these observations disclosed the following two discrepancies:

(1) Open ended duct sections were not covered as required to prevent
entry of foreign matter into the ductwork.

(2) Ductwork sections that are flanged and require bolting together
were not being correctly installed in that washers were not being
used in combination with nuts and bolts as required. This situation
was noticed in several locations. The inspector also observed that
many duct sections were properly bolted together using washers.'

None of the ductwork had been inspected and accepted by QC.

To resolve the first discrepancy, the licensee initiated corrective action
that resulted in all open duct sections being covered within two days of
identification of the problem. The second discrepancy was similarly re-
solved, i.e., the licensee initiated corr 6ctive act%n that resulted in
the addition of washers to all affected ductwork flanged connections
within three days of identification of the problem. (The three days in-

:

cluded the New Year's weekend.)

No items of noncompliance were identified.
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9. React'or Vessel I ternals = 0bseriat[iori of Work and Work Activities

During this inspection report period,.GEI&SE completed welding the CRDM
housings to the reactor vessel stub tubes. A total .of 185 CRDM housings

'were involved. NDE of-the completed welding was also finished. The'

quality of workmanship and the ability of management to perform to high
standards was clearly demonstrated.by the fact that no draw bead straightening
was necessary to align any CRDM housing. This is an industry first.
Additionally, the'UT examir.ation of all- 185 completed welds was satisfactory,
thus reouiring no rework of any finished weld. The welding of the incore
instrument housing sections was also satisfa torily completed. The in--.

spector observed welding .and NDE activities on both the CRDM and incore
instrument housings and found them to be.in accordance with procedural
requirements.

The licensee reported a potential construction deficiency regarding improper -
issuance and use of stainless filler metal in lieu of inconel filler metal
involved in welding' the last four CRDM housings. This error was i'entified,

during a required inspection of the root pass weld. (The root pass welds
'were performed manually using the'GTAW process. The balance of the welding
.was automatic GTAW welding using inconel wire-from a spool. It would not'

have been possible to use stainless filler for the automatic welding as no
,

spooled stair'ess.. filler was available.) The affected CRDM housings were
removed, repaireo,-reinstalled, and reinspected. This potential construction

, deficiency will be discussed in a future inspection report.

No items of noncompliance were identified.
1

10. Unresolved Items'

b
Unresolved items' are matters about which more infonnation is required to
ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of nonccmpliance, or
deviations. -Unresolved items u;sclosed during the inspection are dis-
cussed in paragraphs 3 end 4.

'

L11.. Exit' Interview.
'

; The inspector met with licensee and contractor personnel at periodic. inter--

vals during this inspection report period.- At these times the inspector
summarized the scope and findings of his inspection activities.

'
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